Background: CMRA in pediatrics remains challenging due to the smaller vessel size, high heart rates (HR), potential image degradation caused by limited patient cooperation and long acquisition times. High-relaxivity contrast agents have been shown to improve coronary imaging in adults, but limited data is available in children. We sought to investigate whether gadobenate dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA) together with self-navigated inversion-prepared coronary magnetic resonance angiography (CMRA) sequence design improves coronary image quality in pediatric patients.
CMRA is typically acquired during free breathing using an electrocardiographic (ECG) triggered steady-state free-precession (SSFP) readout and T2-preparation pulses to generate contrast between blood and myocardium. It is frequently combined with a fatsuppression technique to eliminate the signal from epicardial and mediastinal fat (3) .
Conventionally, a respiratory navigator positioned on the diaphragm has been used to suppress respiratory motion artifacts by only accepting data acquired in a predefined respiratory gating window (4) . More recently, improved respiratory motion compensation has been achieved using 1D or image-based self-navigation, whereby motion is measured directly on the heart. This has been shown to out-perform the conventional respiratory motion compensation approach and to improve image quality (5) (6) (7) .
Although in most adult cases the origin and proximal course of the coronary arteries can be visualized by non-contrast enhanced CMRA, coronary imaging in pediatrics remains challenging and the experience is still limited (1, 2, 8) . In fact, despite ongoing advances in CMRA sequence development and post-processing techniques, a number of factors can result in lengthy and suboptimal imaging acquisitions: high heart rates (HR) therefore shorter rest periods (shorter diastasis, where cardiac motion is minimal and acquisition window is ideal for coronary imaging); irregular breathing (thus low respiratory tracking efficiency); small diameter of the coronary arteries; and poor contrast between the blood pool and extravascular
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structures (e.g. pericardial fluid). Such acquisitions are prone to respiratory and cardiac motion artifacts. In recent years, respiratory image-based navigator (iNAV) techniques have been shown to improve image quality compared to conventional motion compensation, in patients with congenital heart disease. A further challenge of pediatric CMRA is that most images have relative lower spatial-resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in comparison with their adult counterparts, thus reducing diagnostic accuracy. Finally, in many cases contrast-agents are given to assess myocardial perfusion and viability, which increases the SNR of SSFP sequences and thus improves image quality of CMRA (9) (10) (11) .
Improved contrast may be achieved by replacing the T2 preparation pulses with an inversion-recovery (IR) pulse. This introduces heavy T1-weighting and thus is beneficial with the administration of a T1-shortening contrast-agent (12, 13) . In addition, signal from pericardial fluid (typically bright on T2-prepared CMRA) can be suppressed due to its long T1. In some subjects, high signal from fluid within the pericardial recesses with T2-prepared approaches can obscure the proximal coronary arteries.
Gd-BOPTA is a second-generation contrast agent. It has higher relaxivity compared to non-specific Gd-chelates due to binding to blood albumin, also called receptor induced magnetization enhancement (RIME) and consequently slower total blood clearance and longer plasma half-life, resulting in a higher and prolonged intravascular signal. The use of high-relaxivity contrast-agents has been shown to improve coronary imaging in adult patients, but limited data is available in pediatric patients (11, 12, 14, 15) .
The purpose of this study was to compare the use of a high-relaxivity contrast-agent, gadobenate dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA, MultiHance; Bracco Imaging, Milan, Italy) in combination with specific sequence design to conventional T2-prepared 3D-SSFP CMRA in pediatric patients with CHD.
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METHODS

Study population
The study was approved by the local institutional research ethics committee (South East London Research Ethic Committee, 10/H0802/65). Informed consent was obtained from all participants' parents/guardians prior to scanning. The inclusion criterion was children (age >2 years) with CHD with a clinically indicated cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) study requiring general anesthesia referred to our Department. Exclusion criteria included any contra-indications to MRI (e.g. pacemakers), known allergy to MRI contrast-agents and impaired renal function.
Forty consecutive children over 2 years old were prospectively enrolled (September 2013 to February 2015). All scans were performed on a 1.5-T clinical scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). All examinations were done under general anesthesia, following the local institutional practice for infants and small children and after careful weighting the benefits of a diagnostic examination, the developmental maturity and prior patient's experience, parents' insights of their child's capacity to cooperate with the study and the anticipated length of the CMR protocol.
Coronary MRA Sequence
The whole-heart CMRA scan consisted of an ECG-triggered 3D-SSFP sequence with the following imaging parameters: repetition time/echo time (TR/TE)=4.5/2.2ms; flip angle=70°; isotropic spatial resolution with an acquired voxel size of 1.3×1.3×1.3mm (0.65x0.65x0.65mm reconstructed voxel size); SENSE factor=2. Images were acquired using a 5-channel phased-array cardiac coil.
The CMRA acquisition had a coronal orientation with readout in foot-head direction, phase encoding in left-right direction and slice encoding in anterior-posterior direction. The coronal orientation was chosen to exclude the chest wall and minimize respiratory motion
artifacts. Data acquisition was synchronized with the ECG to coincide with the longest quiescent cardiac phase. The optimal trigger delay time and acquisition window were determined from an axial high-temporal resolution four-chamber cine. Single-phase studies were acquired and the longest rest period of the heart coinciding with the late-systolic or diastolic-phase images was determined primarily by evaluating the movement of the right coronary artery (RCA) (16) .
The conventional pre-contrast coronary MRI sequence used a fat-suppression prepulse and T2-preparation pre-pulse to suppress signal from the myocardium and improve the blood-to-myocardium contrast (sequence A). Subsequently, contrast (Gd-BOPTA) was administered as a bolus by hand injection followed by 10 to 20 milliliters (mL) of a saline bolus (11) . The post-contrast CMRA scan (sequence B) was performed approximately 5-8
minutes after the injection of Gd-BOPTA (0.2mL per kilogram of body-weight) following previous experience (9, 17) and after a pre-study validation of the technique in five patients.
This allowed the circulating contrast material to stabilize in the blood-pool and thereby avoid significant changes in the inversion-time during the post-contrast scanning. For the postcontrast CMRA scan, an IR-approach was used to null signal from the myocardium. The optimal inversion-time for nulling the myocardium was determined using a Look-Locker sequence prior to the post-contrast CMRA.
For respiratory motion compensation, both sequence A and B used a recently developed image-based navigator (iNAV) (18) . In short, this method used the start-up echoes of the SSFP sequences to generate a low-resolution 2D projection image of the heart, with the same geometric properties as the whole-heart CMRA. The iNAV was then used to directly track and correct the respiratory motion of the heart in the foot-head and left-right directions.
Additionally, respiratory gating with a constant efficiency of 50% was used to limit data acquisition to end-expiration.
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The rest of the CMR protocol was dictated by the clinical indication and imaging findings, including conventional cine acquisitions in short and long-axis, phase-contrast flows and a time-resolved contrast-enhanced angiography with keyhole.
Data analysis
Quantitative analysis -Acquisition of a noise image required for global SNR and CNR calculations with parallel imaging was not considered practical due to time constraints (19) . Coronary reformatting and quantitative analysis of vessel length, diameter and wall sharpness was performed using a dedicated software ("Soap-Bubble", Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), as previously described (12, 20) . This custom-made validated tool facilitates multiplanar reformats of CMRA datasets, while also providing
vessel length and diameter for objective quantitative comparison (figure 1 supplementary material). Furthermore, the local vessel wall sharpness (VWS) can be obtained by means of a Deriche algorithm (20, 21) , which is the basis of a semiautomated vessel-tracking tool to identify the vessel borders along the path. In brief, by using a first-order derivative (edge) of the input image, the local magnitude change in signal intensity can be calculated, which then provides a single VWS value for the entire path (a higher percentage magnitude change at the edge is consistent with superior sharpness).
Qualitative image analysis -Coronary image quality was determined on the basis of a 5-point grading system (table 1) , which has been previously described (12) 
Statistical Analysis
A sample size calculation was performed prior to the study to plan recruitment. Using a standard deviation of 10% taken from previous VWS measurements in congenital CMRA (23), a power level of 80%, and a significance level of 0.05 to detect a clinically significant change of 10% in vessel sharpness, 36 patients were estimated to be needed for bivariate analysis. Quantitative variables are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Image quality and vessel length, diameter, and wall sharpness pre and post-contrast were compared
using the paired t test for parametric variables and with the Wilcoxon signed rank test for nonparametric variables. One-way ANOVA and Tukey HSD post hoc test were used to test for any difference in mean VWS values per coronary artery territory imaged with both pre and post-contrast sequences.
Intra-and inter-observer variability for the qualitative scores given to each coronary segments imaged with sequences A and B was evaluated using the 95% limits-of-agreement approach proposed by Bland and Altman (24) 
RESULTS
Forty consecutive patients (mean age 6±2.8years; 73% males) were prospectively recruited. This constituted a very heterogeneous population in terms of clinical indications for the CMR study (table 2), that span from simple cardiac defects (e.g. atrial septal defects) to more complex CHD, representative of real-world referrals to a congenital CMR center. In our study, the same trigger delay was used for both sequence A and B and ranged from 180 to 290 milliseconds (msec) for systolic-triggered scans and 430 to 759 msec for diastolic acquisitions. Two thirds of the acquisitions (n=29; 72.5%) were synchronized with the diastolic phase. On bivariate analysis, there was no correlation between the resting trigger delay selected and the coronary VWS for both sequence A (R=0.071, p=0.663) and B (R=0.173, p=0.285).
Finally, there was no correlation between patients' variables such as age, BSA or HR and coronary VWS results as summarized in figure 5 scatterplots. None of these patient's variables were shown to predict the coronary VWS values on the multiple linear regression analysis (R 2 =0.108, p=0.242 for sequence A; R 2 =0.033, p=0.744 for sequence B).
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DISCUSSION
In this prospective crossover trial, a sample of infants and young children with CHD referred to our center were imaged using two self-navigated SSFP sequences (A and B). In both we used a novel self-navigation approach (a fixed respiratory gating efficiency 50% was applied) based on a recently developed 2D iNAV (26) . In contrast to a 1D diaphragmatic navigation approach (1D NAV), the new iNAV sequence used allows direct estimation and correction of the respiratory induced bulk cardiac motion and diaphragm-heart hysteresis.
This can improved CMRA image quality and does not require any dedicated planning for the navigator setup, nor any additional post-processing steps (18, 26) . More importantly, as gating efficiency for the iNAV sequence used was fixed at 50%, with the only the best 50% Therefore, the only difference between the two sequences investigated was the magnetization preparation scheme. Sequence B used an IR pre-pulse instead of a T2prep and was acquired 5-8 minutes after administration of Gd-BOPTA.
Gd-BOPTA is a second-generation gadolinium contrast-agent, with a more lipophilic structure compared with conventional EC-GBCAs, which results in a weak and reversible interaction with serum albumin. This slows its extravasation out of the vascular space and increases its relaxivity compared to other agents, thus rendering a higher intravascular signal and improvement in diagnostic CMRA (11, 15, 27) .
The T1 shortening effects and prolonged intravascular time of Gd-BOPTA, together with the changed magnetization preparation scheme resulted in the higher SNR seen in the retention equilibrium-phase images of the post-contrast sequence (table 3) . In fact, sequence
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B was specifically designed to benefit from the prolonged intravascular half-life of Gd-BOPTA and to increase the blood-to-background tissue contrast by means of an IR approach to null signal from the myocardium. This effect was also demonstrated by a significantly higher CNR. Because Gd-BOPTA resulted in a higher and stable intravascular signal, it also allowed isotropic high-spatial resolution imaging to be performed within a clinically feasible scan time of about five minutes, while also permitting dynamic vascular imaging with a single contrast injection (time-resolved angiography).
Adding the contrast to the novel sequence design resulted in a significant improvement in coronary visualization independent of age, BSA and HR, known to have detrimental effects on image quality. This improvement was also noted in all coronary territories and it was in fact independent of the vessel imaged or the resting cardiac phase chosen.
Notably, despite the fact that the mean vessel length obtained with sequence B was significantly higher than that of sequence A, both had similar mean vessel diameters.
Although counterintuitive given the normal angiographic tapering of the coronary arteries, the post-contrast images had higher vascular signal and a better delineation of the wall, as demonstrated by a higher VWS. Because the vessel border was less clearly visualized before contrast injection, we hypothesize that signal loss due to partial volume artifact and noise resulted in underestimation of the true lumen in sequence A despite having the same spatial resolution as sequence B (28) .
If on the one hand the prolonged intravascular half-life and high T1 relaxivity of Gd-BOPTA provides high homogenous signal that is not limited to the first-pass arterial-phase, on the other hand Gd-BOPTA can diffuse into the interstitial extracellular space due to its weak and reversible interaction with serum albumin and smaller molecules. However, this diffusion is slow, compared with EC-CAs (29) , and so after setting the inversion time, the
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17 myocardial signal remained nulled even after the 3D coronary imaging acquisition.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the proposed sequence optimized for Gd-BOPTA may also enable tissue characterization with the same patient preparation as with EC-GBCAs and a single contrast bolus, with no need for dedicated or cumbersome mixed double contrast protocols (e.g. EC-GBCAs for perfusion/delayed enhancement followed by an intravascular agent for vascular imaging), a known limitation of "blood-pool" contrast agents (BP-CAs) imaging (10) . Importantly, no heavy venous enhancement was seen with sequence B, which has been described to complicate interpretation of coronary imaging with BP-CAs (30) .
Coronary imaging in children is especially challenging due to their smaller size, small contrast bolus, relatively higher cardiac output and the potential for image degradation due to limited patient cooperation during the critical time window for image acquisition with EC-GBCAs. The advent of high-relaxivity agents with prolonged intravascular transit can improve blood-background tissue differentiation thus facilitating visualization of the smaller coronary arteries, including the more distal branches. Gd-BOPTA has been shown to improve diagnostic coronary CMRA in adults, and its efficacy and safety profile makes it an appealing choice for coronary imaging in pediatric patients. Moreover, the use of Gd-BOPTA and the described sequence design is an attractive alternative to streamline CMR studies by enabling in a single examination detailed functional (ischemia/viability) and anatomical (coronary) assessment. The incremental diagnostic value of combined CA imaging, myocardial perfusion and late gadolinium enhancement using a versatile agent such as Gd-BOPTA has already been shown in adults (10) .
Limitations
A number of limitations need to be acknowledged. First, although powered to identify any statistical significant difference between the two sequences, this was a single-center study performed in a center of expertise. Also, all scans were performed under general were noted). We have previously demonstrated that the gating approach used improves coronary imaging in awake adult patients with CHD (18) . We hypothesize that such improvement is likely to occur in awake pediatric scans but this remains to be proven.
Notably, this protocol could also be adapted to other MRI vendors and help to streamline the imaging service delivery.
In this study we have not assessed the diagnostic accuracy of the proposed sequence to screen for coronary stenosis/anomalies. On one hand, this was not a predefined study endpoint. On the other hand, there were not enough coronary anomalies in this study population to report on the accuracy of each sequence to be able to detect them. This would require a larger sample and, ideally, validation with invasive data, which without clinical justification was deemed unethical in a cohort of pediatric patients. However, we expect that the increase in spatial resolution attained with this high-relaxivity contrast agent and sequence design would help to reduce flow-induced signal voids, partial volume artifacts or velocity-shear effects. This would allow a more accurate diagnosis and estimation of the severity of a coronary stenosis, particularly in the proximal segments, as demonstrated previously (31, 32) .
Finally, we have not tested the proposed protocol at higher field strength, which also has been shown to result in higher spatial resolution, SNR and CNR values between blood
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19 and myocardium. However unreliable ECG-triggering due to amplified magnetohydrodynamic effects, frequent susceptibility artifacts, and increased T1 radiofrequency field distortions are known drawbacks.
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CONCUSIONS
The use of Gd-BOPTA with an IR 3D-SSFP sequence design that benefits of its attributes of high-relaxivity and prolonged intravascular time results in improved coronary imaging visualization in small infants and young children with high HR and within a clinically acceptable scan time. This approach may allow replacing invasive cardiac catheterization for diagnostic coronary imaging and preoperative planning in pediatrics thus reducing the risks associated with such procedures.
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